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ARTvertising
Take a package with an ad on it and transform it to 
a piece of Art. That‘s the concept of ARTvertising.

Designers transform art to ads. A new idea needs to be 
accepted before it is usefull as product or to help to sell 
a product. Art makes somthing new and has new ideas, 
to make new ideas compartible to the marked, that is 
marketing. Being unique, trendsetting and thinking 
about the future is different from providing products. 
Art provides ideas for it‘s Art and for nothing else, that 
is the difference to Advertising. There is no ad without 
art but there is art without ads. To recycle an Ad to art 
means to turn the process around, that is the concept of 
recycling a pART of TRA to ART.
TRAdesign starts with TRAsh. A piece TRAsh full of 
ART is a TRApack,

This magazine is a full package of TRA for you, recyc-
led from the TRAshcan.



TRAsh Redesign
take a piece of find, refresh the colour and bring it back as Art. Recycling stARTs with 
TRAsh. Turn TRA to ART. Anyway you show the TRAsh you remember the problem, 
TRAsh takes over the world not itself we TRAsh the world for future! What future?
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